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RENEWAL OF SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2020!
Not being a sporty person, a large part of my interests (outside family of
he Annual Membership subscription for 2020 course) now consists of crosswords – ACC, Guardian, FT - and I’m
has remained at $45 for the paper copy and the
pleased to think that my mind may be 10 years younger for it! Thank
e-Crozworld only costs $35. There have been
goodness for these cerebral pursuits. There was another fine set of
increased costs associated with printing and posting challenging puzzles this month, so let the dots roll on . . .
Crozworld via Australia Post. We hope that the present
Slot 1: A number of solvers have advised that Big Ben is the bell in
postage costs will not be changed in 2020, but it's
the clock tower in London. In defence of the setter, a lot of web sites
say that the term may now be extended to the tower, bell and clock. It
quite possible that they will. This makes the receipt of
was decided that both GAZE and GAPE are synonymous with ‘stare’ in
e-Crozworld a better alternative and much quicker,
37ac so both were accepted. Only a few errors, possibly typos: LEALE
not to mention the environmental issue of less paper
and LEASE for LEAVE and a KEREE for KERNE.
usage. Why not opt for the email version in 2020?
Slot 2: This slot gave us a bit of a romp through ancient history with a
15th century explorer, 1st century philosopher, 4th century BC Persian
The New Year promises to be a year full of complexity and
queen and a Japanese mercenary dating from the 15th century making
puzzlement. Why not join in the fun? See flyer enclosed
appearances. GET AT for GOT AT lost 4 dots, and there were a couple
(or for those who receive e-Crozworld, p13 of this issue)
of USERPS.
together with some useful information for renewing
Slot 3: We’ve all seen instances where one clue requires the solution
members for 2020. We have a special offer whereby you
to another clue to be brought in. I don’t remember ever seeing this
can sign up a new member for 2020 for only $35. Just
tricky device where no less than 6 solutions by themselves form the
a reminder that we distribute more than $6,500 in cash
entire clue for another one (5dn). Very clever! ISCHEMIC instead of the
prizes per year. In order to maintain that plentiful level
anagrammed ISCHEMIA troubled 9, with quite a lot of other one-off
of prizes, we hope you will be more than generous with
errors including IN HELL for UNWELL – my experiences of hospital
your donations to the ACC Prize Pool 2020.
agree with that!
Slot 4: Several astute members have pointed out that ‘Widow’
Another masterly selection of puzzles awaits you this
Haversham actually just missed out on getting married in Great
month. Included are an innovative Slot 1 by
Expectations. I have to say that I personally prefer this style of grid for
Crowsman, a tongue-in-cheek offering by Penobscot, and
an AJ. You don’t have to solve a heap of clues before you can start
an unusuallly conventional cryptic by Nigrum Cattus .
entering solutions. Very few problems, QUEEN for QUEER the most
InGrid has contributed another excellent AJ and the
prevalent.
inimitable Betelgeuse has a classical themed offering for
Slot 5: Well, this was mine so I’m in the happy position of being able
your enjoyment and mystification. Hot and Cold have
to say ‘thank you’ for the kind comments. Almost no two errors were
provided an interesting puzzle at slot 6 and Brian Symons
the same, with RESET for RESIT (2) the exception.
has excelled himself with a fascinating set of questions
in his Quiz on word trivia.
COTM:
There were a very healthy 52 votes this month,

T

The Slots 1-5 puzzles close Friday 25 October 2019.
Best of Luck with your solving. Happy Crozworlding.
—Patrick

spread over all slots, with slot 3 gaining 17 and slot 5 21. Runner-up
is slot 3’s INDEED with 6 votes, pipped by slot 5’s BEDPAN on 13.
Congratulations to all setters.
—Tony Dobele
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Correct entries
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Prizewinner: September 2018 Slots 1-5: Robyn McKenzie. Congrats!
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Half & Half
by

Crowsman

Prize
$75

Across
1 Small carnivorous Australian marsupial (7)
5 Large ape (7)
9 African monkey (7)
10 Beaver-like aquatic rodent (7)
11 Tiny Australian marsupial (7)
12 Squirrel-like monkey (7)
13 Weasel relative (5)
16 Squirrel-like lemur (3-3)
18 Large snake (6)
19 Small 34 (3,4)
20 American marsupial, like 24 (7)
21 Indian monkey (6)
24 Australian marsupial, like 20 (6)
28 Hoofed animal (5)
30 Kangaroo relative (7)
31 Weasel relative (7)
32 Big cat (7)
33 Big cat (7)
34 Common stag or hind (3,4)
35 Lion-tailed macaque genus (7)

Down
1 Membrane discarded post-birth last month
before German car turned up (7)
2 Graduate slit 3’s sign (7)
3 Sign on recently vacated building (7)
4 Takes offence at losing new changes again (6)
5 Least fearful, but Newton abandoned faulty
magnets (6)
6 As the 5-down might act, female leaves with
spirit (7)
7 Somewhat grand rig-out gets whip-round (7)
8 Soldier, one of pride, is doodlebug creator (7)
14 Merlot drunk with nothing - leads to rapid
repetition of a single sound! (7)
15 Feeds, for a fee, confined English discriminators
of the elderly (7)
17 Time lost from alarm fault (5)
18 Tidy, formal, start of party (5)
21 Manic-depressive confused contents of clipboard
(7)
22 Let contributor and others within northern WA
river! (3,4)
23 Cost of flying a long way enters into a rage (7)
25 Losing little time, work efficiently for petroleum
provider (3,4)
26 Haymaker for boy squeezing a pet? (7)
27 Fits lights (7)
28 Short Australian car with right owner (6)
29 Elevated range restricts hot periods (6)

Slots 1-5: Brian Symons, 1 Kookaburra Pl, Grays Point NSW 2232.
e-mail: bms65@bigpond.com
Closing mail date: Friday 25 October 2019.
|S|E|N|D|
|S|O|L|U|T|I|O|N|S|
|T|O|:

Slot 6: Jenny Wenham, c/o Post Office, Comet Qld 4702. email:
jenny@wenham.net.au
Closing mail date: Friday 8 November 2019.
For Online entry, submission and adjudication via ACCOLADE click on
www.crosswordclub.org home page.
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Cryptic
by

Penobscot

Prize
$75

Across
1 Land of the Free? ... (7)
5 ... and “Home of the Brave”? (6)
9 No stomach for danger? (7)
10 Location of subject and answer for players (7)
11 Singular dab hand? (3)
12 Union organisers? (11)
13 Ate only half the dinner with newsman (5)
14 Belts army boss in spades! True, curiously (9)
16 Unconventional operatic Europeans (9)
17 Greek 14-down who goes one better in
speaking? (5)
19 Parasitic occupancy in iron depot (11)
22 Mentioned superior covering for type of tree (3)
23 Dodger rented after page (7)
24 Hit drunk (7)
26 Book - occupation to follow! (6)
27 Properties of eastern conditions (7)

Down
1 Follower to haul young lady up (7)
2 Where to swim. Where weeds grow? (7,3,5)
3 Gypsy gent in every, event (3)
4 Advantage of hound losing its head (5)
5 Hygienic advice for laundry workers? (9)
6 The Irish fuzz can be a drag (5)
7 How a race can start on the spur of the
moment (2,3,4,2,1,3)
8, 16-down Jocular, fanciful use for 5-across!
(6,6)
12 Call me this in the musical (5)
14 Letter card (9)
15, 25 Feted or ill-fated? (5,3)
16 See 8
18 Wears away root in Lincoln’s keeping (7)
20 Humming bird and lissom miss (5)
21 Publication for children (5)
25 See 15

Vale Robert Hagan

Bob Hagan was born in Dubbo, NSW in 1934 and grew up in Junee. Bob attended the Wagga Wagga
Teachers College and graduated in 1952. After a stint in National Service, he taught in schools around
Wagga for 15 years, married Pam during this time and also completed a degree by correspondence
through Armidale University. He then moved to teach Maths at Mt. Austin High in Wagga in 1969. Bob
moved to Goulburn, NSW where he took up a position as Maths Master at Mulwaree High School in
1974 and his wife Pam joined the ancillary staff there. Both Bob and Pam retired from Mulwaree in
1994 although Bob continued tutoring in Maths. Bob said he passed the proceeds from the tutoring on
to the Government via the TAB! Pam is a folk artist and Bob made the wooden pieces for her and her
students to paint. Bob was also skilled in upholstery, in which (as well as crosswords) he engaged with
Jeremy Barnes. Bob began doing “Lindsey Brown’scrosswords in the Sydney Morning Herald in the
1950s and later graduated to The Times. “Through correspondence with the Master, Noel Jessop, I
learnt the finer points of clue construction.” Bob commented. Bob has been a wonderful contributor

to the ACC since its inception and has set many crosswords with a literary flavour not to mention his outstanding hexapentagonal
puzzles. He has almost made the Club a family affair ensuring that sons Robert and Terry and daughter Heather follow in his
large cruciverbal footsteps. He has taken out the Clue of the Month prize on many occasions. One of his specialities was the
devising of fiendish numerical quizzes to celebrate the various ACC anniversaries, which he often compiled with Bev Cockburn.
He used the cruciverbalnym of ‘Brother Naga’, an anagram of ‘Robert Hagan’, in his solo compiling, Barney Naga with Jeremy
Barnes and Mother Naga with Del Kennedy. The Cub will be poorer for the lack of his ingenious puzzles.
Bev writes “”I was very distressed to hear of Bob’s passing and my heart-felt sympathy goes out to Pamela and his family. (to p 5)
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Cryptic
by

Nigrum
Cattus
Prize
$75

Across
1
7
9
10

Sidney spun up, tossed for the best fried eggs (5-4,2)
Grant to sovereign a first class degree (3)
Of sound reason, I condemn boxing (5)
Actors held good presentation of ‘Well meaning folk’
but not well received (2-7)
11 State Care arranged for transport (6,3)
12 Happen to catch copper in character recognition
programme (5)
13 Agents returned in possession of letters for old poet
(7)
15 A soft toned stop found on English church organs
primarily (4)
18 Prepare for ebbing tide (4)
20 Account for old project having current inclusion (7)
23 A stimulant leaf, its source could be Tellima cuttings
(5)
24 Very sensitive Inland Revenue writ declaration
prepared (9)
26 A corruption of oral Bantu is used in the capital (4,5)
27 Extra statements beginning to enlighten customs (5)
28 Big noise held in custody (3)
29 Brief grammar article, alas, upset Spice group (5,6)

Down
1 Susie carried pens but dropped one through
indecision (8)
2 Score one less at extra golf hole (8)
3 Chatty model abandoned scuttled vessel (5)
4 Introduce (but not to management) a sweet talker (7)
5 French look out exploded grenade (2,5)
6 Smart work catches lustful image editor (9)
7 Fine American language spoken (6)
8 Merit leave (6)
14 Barren unattractive woman under direction about
surplus fat on a flank (9)
16 Ban carer mishandling capital (8)
17 ... and in Germany, bitter vetch led Environmental
Agency to the depths (8)
19 Wally initially held in stifled laugh with a nervous
flutter (7)
20 Cockney heard odd sounds like organ partition
vibrating frequently (7)
21 Doctor states degree being overturned is ridiculous
(6)
22 Realise ain’t at orgy (6)
25 Initially there are many passengers aboard
Scandinavian container ship (5)

(cont’d from p 4) To me Bob was the essence of the Australian Crossword Club. He loved the Club as no other, and entered
into the spirit of everything the Club offered, finishing both quizzes and puzzles almost every month, usually 100% successfully,
until recently. He was always very happy to share his understanding of clues and cryptic subplots with members in need,
commented succinctly and honestly about the clues each month and attended as many get-togethers as he could. He will be
greatly missed by all the members who knew him. “
Lynne Coulton said that Bob’s death would be a huge loss to the Club. “Bob introduced me to the Club and was always the most
wise, generous and kind mentor. He will be sadly missed.”
Jeremy writes “On a personal level Bob became a great friend of mine after his retirement when he started coming to my
upholstery workshop several times a week to “lend a hand”. During morning tea breaks he would open the Sydney Morning
Herald and suggest we “just have a look” at the cryptic crossword. It wasn’t long before I was hooked and our morning tea breaks
became longer and longer!
Bob taught me much about the cryptic crossword and life in general - I will miss him dearly.”
Patrick Street, Bev Cockburn, Lynne Coulton, Jeremy Barnes and Ian Williams
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AJ
by

InGrid

Prize
$75

Solutions begin with the
given letter.
Place them in the grid
jigsaw-wise,
where they fit.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Manly air about partner caring for beasts
(6,9)
Withdraws from trade in child beds we hear
(8)
Finished near dead (6)
Haven’t we had this one before? (4,2)
Remember something hidden in the coals (6)
Views visage of a good man coming back (6)
Happens to fall (4,4)
Greeting hesitantly with single cheese dish
(8)
Odd fiends built to offend (6)
Is married after oath of chauvinist doctrine
(8)
Capital nerve cell element made of horn (6)
Relaxed one led so badly (8)
Primary estate on continent perhaps (8)

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Worked soundly when called for (6)
Managed endeavour, and missing work (6)
Snap trip cut short by a border reporter
(15)
Doubts royal needs assistance (6)
Chooses again to leave cap off receptacles
in the confusion (8)
Careless talk about girl is still life
threatening (8)
Cartoon bird changes direction to score (6)
Punch chop after missing start of meal (8)
Love lost direction over one note on will (8)
Valuable hints in small furrows (8)
Axes back without nuclear instrument (6)
Dry one off in the distance (6)
Band reportedly ignoring heavy metal craft
(8)

Discerning CrOZworld readers will have noticed some differences from the normal offering this month. We’re sorry to say
that Patrick had a fall earlier this month, landing him in hospital with damage to his previously-replaced hip.
Unfortunately he was not able to persuade his medical team to release him to undertake the vital work of preparation of
this month’s magazine. Instead, the magazine has been assembled by Ian Williams, whom we hope has made a decent job
of it. We are not able to say when Patrick will be up and running (so to speak) and we apologise that the posting of the
hard copy CrOZworld will therefore be delayed. We also have a minor difficulty in that we do not have access to the official
email list for distribution of the e-CrOZworld and therefore have had to rely on a list assembled by Ian dating back to the
far-flung days of e-lodgement, although including many members who are of more recent membership vintage.
We know that there are a number of networks of friends and relations within the ACC who talk about crossword things,
so we ask that you tell your friends and colleagues who may only receive the paper version that the hard copy will be late.
We will endeavour to deliver it as soon as we can. The latest issue is on the website at
http://crosswordclub.org/inc/data/crozworlds/Crozworld%20October%202019.pdf so either they can download it or you
may be so kind as to download and print it for them. If any members have been missed off the list they should contact Ian
on puzzle_editor@crosswordclub.org, who will put them on the list and send them a copy.
A speedy recovery, Patrick, to full mobility and our very best wishes to Sandra and yourself at this very difficult time.
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Butchers Order
by

Betelgeuse
Prize
$75

Across
1

Down

Bury note in profound set of songs (11)

7, 18-across Why old Vassili burst into song (3,2,6)
9

Quintet takes first Cook’s Tour! (5)

10 Composer incorporates the Italian (Italian!) tune in
march[e] (9)
11 Gambling house not using lire for coin-operated
instrument (7)
12 Boy ends being gripped by recurrent fever, very
deep (7)
13 Secret injury cut end of bone (6)
15 See 22

Observer from a temple, dear (7)

2

One-off explosions of cells (9)

3

Arranges clothes, to conceal short sword (5)

4

Near border of very small Italian town (6)

5

Conspire with cool Ivy perhaps (2,6)

6

Document effort in picture, excluding

7

Feel ill inside, with singular moans ... (5)

8

… due to a surfeit of salmon, much too

borders of gravure (5,4)

flabby - no ... (7)
14 … side effect after intestine settled? (9)

18 See 7-across

16 Deaths in the midst of alcohol speak of

19 See 29
22, 15 To us Mexicans, mum played pieces for piano
(7,8)
24 Wild new dreams? Not me! But one does this in
Fantasy (7)
26 Manages the small head office right, but doesn’t
reach the required target (4,5)
27 The first most argued topic (5)
28 A couple of players turn into party? (3)
29, 19 Quartet kind of over after curtains (5,3,3,6)
Members’ comments

1

intended corruption (9)
17 Worse off we hear, after bogus aid’s
dispersal (8)
18 Murder not right after yours truly is briefly
shut up (7)
20 Awkward scene about a strong coffee (7)
21 Wee man within a noose! (6)
23 Author not out giving song (5)
25 Out, lacking money? (3,2)

September 2019 - 5 Whynot? (Tony Dobele) (cont’d from p 10)

Not keen on “if I indeed excited” [25Ac], “first hand” [24Dn], while “about a member” [1Dn] does jar. Len Colgan
Hard to choose between CONCRETE MIXER and BEDPAN for COTM. I also loved the clue for BUTTOCKS. Nea Storey
Bedpan is my COTM. Very clever! Cheryl Wilcox
I found this the month’s hardest puzzle, worried a lot over 9 Ac., but altogether it was enjoyable. Thanks Whynot? Max
Roddick
Lovely clues. especially bedpan. Brian Symons
Some very clever clues. Perhaps too clever for me! Ann Millard
An enjoyable challenge. BEDPAN gave me a good laugh. Ulla Axelsen
Plenty of great clues here... very difficult to choose from CONCRETE MIXER, BEDPAN. TUCKERBAG for COTM. Maureen
Blake
There were so many clever clues in this puzzle, providing a challenge and lots of laughter. Robyn Mckenzie

ACC

Members' Comments continued p8
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I am if you are!
by

Hot & Cold

Prize
$75

Twelve clues have a certain commonality and are not otherwise defined.
Across

28 Dior star tripped, found on carpet! (5-3)

8

Male methods succeeded (6)

29 It’s hip in the Civil Service? (6)

9

Lawmakers for space company (8)

Down

10 Nothing to limit device (8)

1 Man leaves sober then there’s hesitation (8)

11 Hamper Imperial Spain by heads of Drake

2, 22 The answer is right in front of you (9,6)
3 Capital place in Czechoslovakia (4)

expedition (6)

12 Confusion for the Maori going in different directions 4 Reviser revised (7)
5 Nothing moves until someone pulls some strings!

(4)
13 About when author gets rejection (6)

(10)

14 Search not beginning. Surprise! (3)

6 Up in railway station shrine (5)

16 Bird with Arab in dock (6)

7 Passover? (6)

17 Damaged kart is in danger (2,4)

13 Horse chestnut, say, or quartermasters? (10)

20 Insect may be working or sewing! (3)

15 Malicious intent, guv (5-2-2)

22 See 2

18 1000 + 50/501 + 1000 + 2.718281828 (approx) (8)

23, 26 Grand, perhaps in South Africa, cleared for

19 Funny Eddie’s signs of sleep (7)
21 Hurricane Carter has it in him! (6)

action! (4,3,5)
25 Rely on monarch (6)

24 Hank put energy into film (5)

26 See 23

27 Diamonds! Diamonds! (4)

Post
Solution
to:
Members’ comments

Jenny Wenham c/o Post Office Comet Qld 4702 n.b. allow at least 3 days to ensure delivery
email: jenny@wenham.net.au
Closing mail date: Friday 8 November 2019.
[or submit via on www.crosswordclub.org home page.]

September 2019 - 5 Whynot? (Tony Dobele) (cont’d from p 7)

Good clues - I enjoyed this one. Anne Simons
Cleverly constructed...took me ages to get CONCRETE MIXER. Stephen Matthews
Very challenging puzzle -almost gave up before a friend came to the rescue. Thanks Lynn. Joan Smith
I thought “edified” was “deified” and great that it was also a palindrome. It took me a long while to overcome my confidence on this
solution. Loved BEDPAN as COTM. Robert Hagan
A few traps for young players. Had DEIFIED for a while. I‘ve been blackballed for far less than BEDPAN. William Ryan
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Symons·
Thanks for a fun quiz. Most enjoyable. Andrew
Miles
· Thanks for a terrific quiz. Thoroughly enjoyed this one. Julie
Leigh
· Once again you have given us an interesting quiz, many
thanks. Betty Siegman
· Some answers a bit iffy but my tongue is probably not as
flexible as some. Karl Audrins
· We are so fortunate to have so many unique and different
puzzles to solve. Claire McClelland
· Good concept. Took a while to realize what was going on. Roy
Taylor
Taylor R 24 Cole G, Garner P 20 Leeds G.
· The ‘something in common’ evaded me for far too long even
Answers: 1 Acidity (ACDT) 2 Arcadian (RKDN) 3 Arty (RT) 4
though it was spelt out in the heading. Thank-you for another
Beady (BD) 5 Cagey (KG) 6 Cayenne (KN) 7 Decay (DK) 8 Easy
great quiz. Robyn Wimbush
(EZ) 9 Ecstasy (XTC) 10 Effects (FX) 11 Effendi (FND) 12 Effigy · My praise will sound MT, but IM NVS of UR cre8ivity. Ian
(FEG) 13 Embassy (MBC) 14 Enemy (NME) 15 Entity (NTT) 16
Mason
Envious (NVS) 17 Escapee (SKP) 18 Excellency (XLNC) 19
· Thank-you for another of your terrific quizzes. I’ve seen some of
Excess (XS) 20 Idiocy (EDOC) 21 Kewpie (QP) 22 Obesity
these on car number plates down here. David Grainger
(OBCT) 23 Okapi (OKP) 24 Seedy (CD) 25 Tedious (TDS) 26
· Thanks, Ulla, for another innovative quiz which made me think
Video (VDO)
outside the box (or is it the square?) Doreen Jones
Setter’s comments: Thank you for all your kind words and
· Really enjoyed the quiz but not totally convinced I’ve got it
positive comments. I am sorry but no matter how elastic I made
right. Ingenious stuff. Jim Fowler
my tongue there were a few answers which did not meet the
· I had to practise saying my sounds like an Australian not a
criteria (see answers below) e.g ‘peaky’ for #24. There was also
New Zealander! It was great fun. Robyn Mckenzie
the problem of the wrong word length in #14 but most people
· Not much elasticity left in any part of my body any more,
realized it should be 5and not 6, and if they did not, I gave them
however here is my best effort for your intriguing quiz. Pat
a second shot at it. There was supposed to be a correction in
Garner
the September issue but obviously the gremlin wasn’t happy
A very challenging quiz. Great fun and a good workout for the
enough with just one piece of mischief. I did not realize there
brain. Robyn Caine
was a special label for words like this, apparently they are called · Thanks for a very enjoyable challenge. Despite the title being a
grammagrams.
very helpful hint to the theme, it still took many sounding outs
Solver’s Comments
of the alphabet to finish this one. Matthew Gambin
Thanks, it was very entertaining. My favourite was kewpie.
· Thanks Ulla - really enjoyed this one. Michael Potts
Patricia Abbott
· Another new concept for a quiz. Well done. Not confident will
· I was on the wrong track for ages, I thought the answers had
all my answers but really enjoyed finding them. Thank you.
first names in them as in “are you okay” which has Kay.
Bev Cockburn
Excellency has Ellen and so forth then a family member put
· Thanks for an enjoyable quiz. Peter Dearie·
me on the right track, thank goodness. Marian Procter
Thank-you for this most interesting quiz, it has kept my
·
Thanks for your entertaining quiz. Hope
mind occupied for some time. Gabrielle Leeds
UROK2. David Procter·Thanks for another great quiz. Brian
·Thanks for the fun! Kath Harper

A C C
R
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R
L
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Quiz No 10/2019. Trivia and nonsense for wordsmiths by Brian Symons. Send your answers to Brian
Symons, 1 Kookaburra Place, Grays Point NSW 2232 e-mail bms65@bigpond.com
<mailto:bms65@bigpond.com> . Closing Date 8 November 2019. Prize $75.
1 What is the only letter not used in the names of the states of the USA?
2 What word has st in the middle, in the beginning, and in the end?
3 What 2 human body parts are synonyms?
4 What name is used for the dot over an i or j?
5 What body part disappears on standing?
6 What is special about the word CHECKBOOK?
7 What 2 body parts sound like antonyms?
8 What word becomes shorter if two letters are added to it?
9 Replace the ? with a body part cri?ss
10 What is the most frequently used key on a keyboard?
11 What 2 body parts are anagrams of each other?
12 What is special about the word SWIMS?
13 What is the only number whose letters are in alphabetical order?
14 What is the longest word of one syllable?
15 What is special about the word DERMATOGLYPHICS?
16 What word of only 6 letters contains 4 personal pronouns?
17 What singular word becomes a plural by removal of its last s?
18 What do liquefy and miniscule have in common?
19 Give a different answer to number 11?
20 What is remarkable about this list - tough, through, bough, cough, thorough, hiccough, trough?
21 What common animal of 3 letters has 2 plurals that have no letter in common?
22 What nationality forms a palindrome?
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General
Great fun! Judy Ferguson
Another month, another great batch of puzzles. Well done, all
you clever compilers. Kath Harper
I only managed No 4 last month and won a prize, what a lovely
surprise! Could have kicked myself for not getting FRED in No
2, he was one of my favourites. Margaret Dennis
Yippee ! A Prize ! Thanks to the Club, and especial thanks to
whoever pulled my name out of the hat. You made my day ! Max
Roddick
Thanks Patrick and team. Such a pleasure when one is
recovering from the flu. Gabriel Fuller
Thank you the Quiz prize. Very exciting! Ann Millard
Is it my leaning towards frequent “nana naps” or was there a
plethora of “beds” in this month’s puzzles. Eileen O’Brien
Wondered about 2 possible answers for puzzle 1. Alison Hocking
Thank you to the people who put in all this work for our
enjoyment. Norma Heyes
Many thanks to all concerned for excellent puzzles as always.
Laurence Kennedy
Thank you for another great month of puzzling. Robyn Wimbush
September 2019 - 1 Timid Terrier (Joan Smith)
Nice, gentle Slot 1 puzzle. I really enjoyed the clues for BED
REST and BALLADS. Brian Tickle
Lots of interlocks makes for a good start to the month, thanks
Timid Terrier. AI and REE were new to me. Kathy Horadam
Learned a few new words Judy Ferguson
GAZE could be GAPE. The plural of gas is gases. GASSES
implies using gas on something. Brian Symons
GASSES ? Max Roddick
Another great start to a month of Croz. Ann Millard
‘Slide rule’ brings back a few memories. Am I showing my age?
Ulla Axelsen
Another good puzzle from Joan, thank you. Barbara Ibbott
Thank you Timid Terrier for a puzzle so well put together, such
a clever mix of clues. Lynn Jarman
Sometimes the straight clues are harder to solve! 3d & 8d were
my favourites. Anne Simons
5 What is an ‘aerosol utensil’ ? 26 What is the authority for ‘I’ =
Indian? Not in Chambers, which gives ‘Ind’. George Rolfe
A very enjoyable and quite challenging puzzle with excellent
clues. Laurence Kennedy
Big Ben is the bell, not the clock! Not unlike Frankenstein is the
man, not the monster. William Ryan
I’m not sure about 30ac GASES; my thought is that the plural
of GAS is GASES (Collins has it as either – Adj). Gabrielle Leeds
September - 2 JAXA (Jack Alexander)
I loved the clues for CHAPLIN and PRECLUDE. Brian Tickle
A high quality slot 2. Ian Thompson
Some really neat clues here...I particularly liked those for
PRECLUDE and NINJA. Kathy Horadam
Some neat clues, but I’m dubious about the anagram for 18A.
Kath Harper
Could have picked several as COTM. Lynne Coulton
Lots of clever clues, hard to pick the best. Liked CRYPTIC,
ARISTOTLE, ARMY ANTS. Max Roddick
Some great clues. Thank you JAXA. Ann Millard
I enjoyed this puzzle. Thank you, JAXA! Caroline Mackay-Sim
Thanks for the history lessons. Ulla Axelsen
23 JNA (Jugoslav National Army) was a fighting force not a
single fighter. A better wording would be ‘Fighter from the JNA?’
George Rolfe
Liked the clues for CONSTABLE and NINJA. Joan Smith
Indirect anagram of “louvre” in 1-across - I understood that they
were not allowed! [In general, you’re correct but gentle, effective,
straightforward indirect anagrams can add variety to a puzzle –
Puzzle Ed] Corryn Anderson
September 2019 - 3 Zinzan (Andrew Patterson)
Liked GLADIATORIAL, MOSQUITO NETS, TONSILLECTOMIES
and SOAP POWDER. UNWELL is not a true Spoonerism since
only one initial letter/sound is transposed, not two - it’s a nice
clue though, especially since the vague definition “in hospital” is
supplemented by the cross-reference in 5d. Ian McKenzie
So many great clues. My favourites were UNWELL, INDEED,
SOME, EVERGREEN and SOAP POWDER. Brian Tickle
Lots of interesting and quirky clues in this. Ian Thompson
So many good clues! I couldn’t match all the cross-clues in
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OPERATIONS, nor do I think an ADDICT is a ‘nut’, but really
enjoyed UNWELL and INDEED. Kathy Horadam
Thanks for a number of tricky definitions, and for introducing
me to Adrian QUIST, a great tennis player of a bygone era. Also
a cryptic clue composed entirely of words elsewhere in the
puzzle. That’s my vote for the COTM Ron Carpenter
Had to sweat on some of these. SOAP POWDER was a tricky
anagram, nearly COTM. Liked TIME SHEET and MOSQUITO
NETS too. Roy Taylor
Found a couple of the solutions difficult. Judy Ferguson
Solving this one was akin to finding a path through the maze very satisfying when you eventually reach the exit. Kath Harper
Liked MOSQUITO NETS, SPONDAIC, DITHER Max Roddick
INDEED, GLADIATORIAL,10Ac, 11Ac and SOAP POWDER were
neat clues. Len Colgan
There were so many brilliant clues here. I was fooled by the
position of your comma in 12d and the wonderful combination
in TONSILLECTOMIES. Robyn McKenzie
I found this very challenging, especially 1a and 23a, although
the answers were obvious? Ann Millard
Zinzan you come up with amazing clues and I’m left wondering
‘could that really be the answer?’ Lynn Jarman
In my opinion this was by far the most difficult puzzle this
month. Some very obscure and convoluted clues. A great
challenge. Ulla Axelsen
A hard puzzle. More than one desperate guess. Anne Simons
20: As ‘nets’ is plural should ‘defence’ not be ‘defences’? George
Rolfe
Five clever clues were contenders for COTM; but
TONSILLECTOMIES was the best. Mike Potts
Found this challenging: eagerly awaiting some explanations.
Joan Smith
Excellent example of Zinzan’s preferred implement of torture. All
in bar four in forty minutes. LOIs 10, 12, 23 & 1 - took another
forty. Couldn’t quite work out how 5D works. Solid puzzle.
William Ryan
September 2019 - 4 Manveru (Michael Kennedy)
I appreciated the wide variety of letter counts in the solutions
(4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11) and really enjoyed the clues for
FEATHERBEDS, RAKING and XMAS. Brian Tickle
Nice puzzle. One quibble: WIDOW - Miss Havisham in Great
Expectations is a spinster who was jilted on her wedding day.
Ian Mckenzie
AJs are such fun, thanks Manveru, especially the clues for K
and R. I couldn’t parse P but no other answer fitted. Kathy
Horadam
I had difficulty in choosing COTM as there were so many good
ones in here. Loved FEATHERBEDS and VEXATION as well as
raking. Robyn Mckenzie
Entertaining and tricky. I don’t think Havisham was a widow.
Roy Taylor
Poor jilted Miss Havisham might have relished the status she is
given here! Kath Harper
Enjoyable. Not too difficult. Ian Thompson
I like the mental picture of a detailed OS emu in YOSEMITE.
Max Roddick
R clue is so effective. Len Colgan
So much fun. Jenny Madden
As always, very fair clues from Manveru. Nea Storey
W Oh dear! Miss Havisham was a spinster, not a widow. George
Rolfe
Not sure of indicators in V and E but couldn’t find alternatives.
really liked clue for ‘raking’. Ulla Axelsen
If the clue refers to Miss Havisham then I can’t find any
reference to a widow being someone who was jilted, but it fits!!!
Margaret Dennis
,Nice one Mike! Laurence Kennedy
Fav clues H and M. Joan Smith
Some challenging clues in this month’s alphabetical! Caroline
Mackay-Sim
September 2019 - 5 Whynot? (Tony Dobele)
Liked MINUTE. BEDPAN brought a smile. Ian McKenzie
Lots of good clues with OCTAGONAL being my favourite. Having
put in DEIFIED I was stuck on 18d, and therefore 18a, for some
time. Ian Thompson
Lot of clever clues with elusive definitions. Gave GREENHOUSE
GAS COTM. Roy Taylor
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August 6 - 2019 Working Out with Elvis by Valkyrie (Ulla
Axelsen)
Entries 69 : Correct 45 : Success Rate 65%
Prizewinner: Congratulations to Claire McClelland
Compiler’s Comments: Thanks for all the lovely comments,
it seems that nearly everyone enjoyed working out with
Elvis. The success rate took a bit of a dive because of 22d HOODIE (H+O(O)DIE). Odie is Garfield’s dog mate and even
if you aren’t a Garfield fan, Odie is in the list of famous dogs
in Chambers Crossword Dictionary. Unfortunately I could
not make POODLE fit the clue. There were a couple of other
interesting answers to this one as well. VITALITY caused a
few loss of dots for 12ac, the answer simply being VIVA +
CITY.
Explanations:
Across: 1 BAT+(C+H+F+I+L)+E, 6 SI(ER<)S, 9
T+E+A+ROSE, 10 A+U+king cREOLE, 11 RA(REL)Y, 12
VIVA+CITY, 14 Hidden, 15 FAT+ALE+R+(R+O+R), 18
Whopping set<>SOPPING WET, 20 D+RUM, 23
(O+BARMAN)*+L, 24 B(OFF)IN, 26 (AIR FORCE - RSA)*, 27
AD+DRESS, 28 NInE+C+E, 29 HORSES + HOE.
Down: 1 BATH+R+OBES, 2 TE(hATREd)E, 3 HOt+O+PLA, 4
(TIME)*, 5 (TIMECARD IDEA - IM)*, 6 ST+ homophone of
REEKED, 7 ROO+MInER, 8 SEED+Y, 13 BA(N+GLADE)SH,
16 (ME NICE SIR)*, 17 MI+GRAIN+E, 19 PEN+(LIES)*, 21
REF+RE+SH, 22 H+O(O)DIE, 23 AD+OR+N, 25 FLAIR-L.

Solvers’ Comments
Excellent achievement; with great clues such as
1;18ac and 13;19;23dn. Len Colgan
I really enjoyed this clever tribute to the King;
especially the clues that employed ‘Burning Love’ and
‘Jailhouse Rock’ and the cunning use of initials in
1ac. Brian Tickle
Remarkable achievement in embodying so many Elvis
song titles into the grid. Liked 12a. Ian Mckenzie
Clues cleverly constructed around the theme. Roy
Taylor
Clever; fun puzzle; well done! Top half went in quite
readily; bottom half took a bit longer. Tony Dobele
Very clever - good knowledge of Elvis songs. Other
clues nice too. Eileen O’Brien
Lovely theme with some great clues. I loved Fatal
Error! Robyn Mckenzie
Brilliant theme. Love your work. Thanks for a fun
workout. LOI was 22D. William Ryan
As always a real challenge for the grey cells. Bob
Hagan
Thanks for a fun puzzle - loved the Elvis theme. Peter
Dearie
I loved this slot 6 - it brought back memories of my
early teenage years when Elvis was king. I’ll never see
‘horseshoe’ again without imagining horses hoeing a
field. It really made me smile. Robyn Caine
Was a bit worried when I saw the title, as I don’t
know many Elvis songs. So many titles brilliantly
incorporated in the clues! Anne Simons
“Hoodie” should get a prize for the most
obscure/obtuse clue ever. Rosemary Ducker
Quite a few guesses in this puzzle will get a surprise
if I get a dot. I almost went dotty trying to work out
some of the answers. Joan Smith
A King hit! Kath Harper
What a workout! Still puzzled by 23ac (don’t think O
is acceptable for ‘old’) and 22d (does
crow=raven=POE?). I really liked 19d and 23d for
their use of the songs. (O is an acceptable and much
used abbreviation for old. Crow = hoodie. Both are in
Chambers Adj). Kathy Horadam
Some very clever clues! Hoodie was the last to fall,
and took me about 5 hours until the penny dropped.
And I have long been a Garfield fan! Mike Potts
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Explanations for clues in September 2018 Slots 1-5
grids
Note: cd = cryptic definition; dd = double definition; rev
or < = reversal; homophones are noted as "homoph" and
words from which they are derived may be shown in
quotes; anagrams as anag. if straightforward or (NNNN)*.
"Heads" or Tails" are first or last letters of part of a clue;
letters forming solutions are normally written as capitals
and removals as lower case; hw or hidden = hidden word.
Explanations provided by individual compilers may vary
from this format.
Slot 1 Zinzan: Explanations to Cryptic clues. Across:
10 UN (ICY) LE, 18 (TO EVERY MAN + P)*, 23 E-PIC(ture
format), 29 W + ALLAH, 31 S + PICK, 35 (IS NOT A
HUMAN)*, 44 END (O + W) ING, 47 (ULYSSES + T)*.
Down: 2 SA + Island + Leewards, 7 dd, 11 (EVEN)*, 14
O+ LEVEL, 25 CHINa, 27 (AN ARM I)*, 32 ICI + NESS,
36 mONKEY, 38 homoph "rough".
Slot 2 Murphyslore. Across: 1 cd, 6 EL + CID, 9 PARA
+PET, 10 hidden, 11 (MUrDER)*, 12 HABIT + ABLE, 14
stAINing, 15 (LOUSE HOLDS A)*, 17 BLOOD + STREAM,
19 tHAT, 20 LEMON + DROP, 22 bUD + DER, 24 N +
ASCENT, 26 ON + GOING, 27 dd, 28 (DEER + FENCE)*.
Down: 1 TE (PI) D, 2 O (heads=ARS) MAN, 3 AMPERe +
S + AND, 4 dd + homoph "which", 5 hidden, 6 rEGRETs,
7 hidden, 8 (DAMES TEND)*, 13 BULLET + PROOF, 14
(CANdELABrUM)*, 16 dd, 18 OS + MO + heads = SIS,
19 (HAD + RAIN)*, 21 N (DEE<) Y, 23 ROG + homoph
"you", 25 rev hidden.
Slot 3 Pentangle. Across: 1 eraSER + VICE, 5 waSTAge
+ (INTO)*, 9 C(IT)EDe, 10 TRUMPEt + DUP, 11 NICE + A
+ SPIEl, 12 IDEA + L, 13 <CANE + T, 15 CASTR(fAT)O,
19 PLEA + SURE, 20 (TI(R)ME)*, 23 <AIBUN, 25 (aLARM
ABOUT)*, 27 (TAB(B(L)IG)OO)*, 28 MArTIN, 29 ST(OR)
AGE, 30 dd. Down: 1 dd, 2 (RECENT vICE)*, 3 INDonesIA,
4 (POSTErS)*, 5 homoph "source" + PAN, 6 A + P(POINT)
EE, 7 (UNDIEs)*, 8 <AN + POLE + ON, 14 (ACROSTIC)* +
A, 16 (IROn TAbLETS)*, 17 O + PINIONS, 18 B (R for L)
EAK + AGE, 21 A + BS + ORB, 22 B + RANDY, 24 BAn
+ BOOk, 26 LI(MI)T.
Slot 4 Valkyrie. A (MISTER YMCA)*, B ALB< + RING, C
Double, D D+ITCH, E Hidden, E E+MISSION, F FIG+URE,
G GAR+NET, H HEDGE+HOG, I IMP(R)UDENCE, J
JERRY+CAN, K (LIKE)* + Y, L L+A+(GUN)*+AGE, M ME(A)
N, N Move N to front in UNCLE + I, O OUT+PER+FORM,
P PRO+CURED, Q QUID - D + P, R RA(P)IN (homoph
"rein") +E, R (H + ANGER)*, S eSCAPEs + GRACE, T
TR(CANS)*END, U UP+STAGE, V V+ (l)OCATION, W (NEW
CITY - T)*, X XYLOPHone + AGE, Y (SITE+Y) <, Z OZ<
+ DEN<.
Slot 5 Crowsman. All 28 answers contain the word
TEN, hence the title ‘280’ [28 clues x 10]. Across: 8 (NIP
NET)<, 9 MI(TiTlE)NED, 10 TENE(MEN)T, 11 uNEATEN,
12 (SEED +NETT + A)<, 13 inTENTS, 15 PO(TEN)T, 16
HAS TEN, 19 homoph 'tents", 21 TOSS* + TUNE< + O,
24 KE(T)EN + E, 25 TEND(RON)S, 26 homoph "shoutin’",
27 EX + TEND. Down: 1 DETENTe, 2 A + P(PET)ENT, 3
‘INT’ ENDING, 4 S + MITTEN, 5 TENTS, with S moved
to top, 6 cd TEN + ACE, 7 SE(BEST)EN, 14 BART(END)
ER, 15 P(uRgEnT)ENCE, 17 T (ONE<) RITE, 18 dd, 20
(SONnETS)<, 22 (S + NONET)<, 23 0.1.
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Information for Members renewing for 2020
Greetings members,
It is that time of year again, and the following information will help you to help us. Please take a moment to read this,
even if you think you already know what to do.
The ACC website
The website design makes it easy to renew online. You may also pay directly online using PayPal or renew online and
make your payment separately, preferably by direct debit.
Mail
If you use the form above, please include your address, email and contact details so that we can keep our records up-todate. Providing your email address will NOT automatically mean that you are requesting a change to email magazine only.
Membership options
As in previous years we have a special e-CrOZworld renewal price of only $35. This is to reflect the time, postage and
printing costs that you save us by choosing to receive the magazine by email only. Members who pay $45 are also
entitled to receive the e-CrOZworld at no extra cost; simply circle the “Yes” on the “I wish to receive CrOZworld by email”
section of the form or advise Patrick by email. Members who currently receive both email and hard copy will continue
to receive both.
Gift memberships
The special price of $35 for a gift membership will be available again this year, however it will be strictly limited to
current financial members who are introducing a new member for the 2019 year.
Donations to the 2020 ACC Prize Fund
We rely on your generosity in order to maintain the marvellous level of trophy and financial prizes. We have continued
the number of cash prizes in 2020 but we need your assistance. We will appreciate and acknowledge all donations to
the 2020 Prize Fund. Thank you in advance for your kindness.
Payment options:
•
EFT – Direct deposit – Our account details at the ANZ Bank are: Account name: The Australian Crossword Club
Account no. 4909 17945. BSB 013 374. Please ensure the "notes" field on your transfer includes your name. Also, if
you are paying more than just membership, please add a simple code to indicate how we should allocate the money.
For example, a renewal plus a $50 donation, may read “J. Citizen + $50D”.
•
Cheque or money-order posted to ACC, c/o Post Office Comet Qld 4702 together with your renewal slip.
•
Renewal online via PayPal is acceptable to the ACC. Simply click on "Membership" on our home page, complete
the renewal form, click on "Join or Renew" and complete the PayPal form.
•
Cash: paying cash through the mail is not wise, nor acceptable.
Here’s looking forward to a great new year of Crozworlding!
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